2020 POST SHOW REPORT
February 19-20 / Boston, MA

BY THE NUMBERS
2,000 ATTENDEES
115+ EXHIBITORS

TOP INDUSTRY SEGMENTS
13% INSTALLER/CONTRACTOR
11% PROJECT DEVELOPER
10% CONSTRUCTION/EPC CONTRACTOR
10% DISTRIBUTOR
7% ENGINEER
6% CONSULTING SERVICES

BUYING POWER
74% INFLUENCE BUYING DECISIONS

TOP JOB TITLES
SALES 20%
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 18%
EXECUTIVE 15%
ENGINEER 11%
PROGRAM/PROJECT MANAGEMENT 9%

GEOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN
32% MASSACHUSETTS
9% NEW YORK
8% NEW JERSEY
7% CALIFORNIA
6% CONNECTICUT
EXHIBITORS

AECLEMP/PMC INDUSTRIES, INC.
AEE SOLAR
ALENCON SYSTEMS
ALLIED BUILDING PRODUCTS
ALSOENERGY
AP ALTERNATIVES LLC
APSYSTEMS
ARC DESIGN & CONSULTING, LLC
AURA SOLAR INC.
AXITEC LLC
BAYWA R.E. SOLAR SYSTEMS LLC
BERRYDUNN
BLUEWAVE SOLAR
BURNYD, LLC
CACHELAN
CANADIAN SOLAR, INC.
CED GREENTECH
CERTREC CORPORATION
CHINT POWER SYSTEMS AMERICA
COMMONWEALTH ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
CTEC SOLAR
EATON
ECOFASTEN AN ESDECO COMPANY
ECOLIBRIUM SOLAR
EMERGE ALLIANCE
EN ENGINEERING LLC
ENACT SYSTEMS INC
EV ENGINEERING, LLC
EVEREST SOLAR SYSTEMS, LLC
EXACTUS ENERGY INC.
FOLSOM LABS
FORTRESS POWER
FORTUNE ENERGY
FRACTEL ENERGY STORAGE CONSULTANTS
FRONISSA USA, LLC
GENERAC
GEOTHING
GREEN LANTERN SOLAR
GREEN MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC SUPPLY
HANWHA Q CELLS AMERICA INC.
HUMLESS
INVALEON TECHNOLOGIES, CORP
IRONRIDGE
KEVALA, INC
KORE POWER
KRANNICH SOLAR EAST, LLC
LABELLA ASSOCIATES
M BAR C CONSTRUCTION, INC.
MASSACHUSETTS CLEAN ENERGY CENTER
MASTERLOCATORS, A GPRS COMPANY
MCCAULEY LYMAN LLC
MIDNITE SOLAR
MISSION SOLAR ENERGY
MODERNIZE
NABCEP
NEO VIRTUS ENGINEERING, INC.
NEXAMP
NINE FASTENERS, INC.
NOR-CAL CONTROLS
NORTH AMERICAN CLEAN ENERGY MAGAZINE
NORTHERN ELECTRIC AND POWER LLC
OMCO SOLAR
OMG ROOFING PRODUCTS
PANASONIC ECO SOLUTIONS
PENN FUSION ENGINEERING LLC
PODIUM
POLY-TEX, INC.
PREFORMED LINE PRODUCTS
QUEST RENEWABLES
QUICKBOLT
RACEPOINT ENERGY LLC
RAPTOR MAPS, INC.
RBI SOLAR, INC.
RENEWAL BY ANDERSEN
RLC ENGINEERING, PLLC
ROLLS BATTERY ENGINEERING
ROOF TECH INC
ROSE CAPITAL FUNDING
RUSSELECTRIC, A SIEMENS BUSINESS
S-S5!
SCIROCCO INSURANCE
SENSE
SEPISOLAR
SMARTFLOWER SOLAR
SNAPNLOCK
SOLAR CONNNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL
SOLAR FOUNDATIONS USA, INC.
SOLAR SLATE SOLUTIONS
SOLARRBOS
SOLAREDGE TECHNOLOGIES
SOL-ARK
SOLAR-LOG / SOLAR DATA SYSTEMS
SOLECT ENERGY
SOLIGENT
SOLUTIONS
SOLTECTION BY VYNCKIER
SUN ACTION TRACKERS
SUNMODO
SWINERTON RENEWABLE ENERGY
TANGENT ENERGY SOLUTIONS
TECTONIC ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS, GEOLOGISTS & LAND SURVEYORS, D.P.C.
TERRAGEN SOLAR
TERRASMART
THE CHAZEN COMPANIES
TIE DOWN ENGINEERING
TITAN WIRE & CABLE
TRANSCOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
TRC
UNIRAC
US RENEWABLE SOLUTIONS
WESCO DISTRIBUTION
WESTERLY COMMUNITY CREDIT UNION
WORD ROCK DRILLS
YASKAWA SOLECTRIA SOLAR